Between 1896 and 2004, athletes from mixed-gender Shooting events. After these, Britain, this year’s host nation, won 43 gold across 15 events. To be more precise: 231 Men and 159 Women.

Each country is limited to 28 athletes and was allowed (twenty men and eight women). This temporary London 2012 venue at The Royal Artillery Barracks that the spectators will see as the historic setting of the Royal Artillery Barracks and was completed at the start of 2012.

The temporary London 2012 venue at The Royal Artillery Barracks and was completed at the start of 2012.

• The competitions will be hosted across three indoor ranges and three open air ranges.

• Nearly 400 competitors are shooting for gold across 15 events. To be more precise: 390: 231 Men and 159 Women.

• Each country is limited to 28 athletes (twenty men and eight women). This equates to two athletes in all events, except for the women’s Trap and Skeet where only one athlete per country is allowed.

• The completion of all three indoor ranges required the use of around 1,200 tons of steel and is clad in plywood.

• The innovative design of the Shooting venue is said to contrast excellently to the historic setting of the Royal Artillery Barracks that the spectators will see as they enter the venue.

DID YOU KNOW?

Between 1896 and 2004, athletes from Britain, this year’s host nation, won 43 Olympic medals in Shooting.

At Barcelona 1992, China’s Zhang Shan became the first woman to win gold in a mixed-gender Shooting event.
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Doping

The testing blood and urine of athletes for a banned substance is like searching for a needle in a haystack of chemicals. This process was relatively easy when the “needle” was a synthetic drug, but trickier now that scientific advances have enabled cheats to use various new designer drugs and to be dosed with hormones, growth factors and steroids made by putting human genes in single cells and simple organisms. The London Olympics, however, will witness the most important challenge to doping since the 1960s, when the International Olympic Committee first set up a commission to tackle the problem. The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has now adopted a system of retrospective testing, where samples from the Olympics and Paralympics will be stored by the IOC for eight years. The testing laboratory.

The test events conducted by LOCOG allowed them to test vital areas of operation ahead of the London 2012 Games. The following provides a map shot of some of the events that were part of the Testing Programme: Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification. The Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification took place at the Aquatics Centre and provided the last opportunity for synchronized swimmers to qualify for the London 2012 Games. Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match Senegal became the final nation to secure its place in the London 2012 Football Tournament after winning the Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match over Oman 2-0 at the City of Coventry Stadium. VISA INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

Some of the world’s best wheelchair athletes competed at the Visa World Polo International, an invitational tournament, featured four wheelchair-class teams at the Water Polo Arena on the Olympic Park from 3-4 May. ISA WORLD CUP ALL EVENTS LONDON 2012

The London 2012 Organizing Committee (LOCOG) has delivered 42 test events in 28 venues, allowing hundreds of thousands of spectators to enjoy world-class sport in Olympic and Paralympic venues all the while carrying out hundreds of drug controls and analysis. The London Prepares series, the official London 2012 sports testing programmes, allowed the London 2012 Organizing Committee to test key aspects of operation ahead of the Games this summer.

How the London Olympics 2012 Organizing Committee plans to tackle the current patterns of drug use

The FINA Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification took place at the Aquatics Centre and provided the last opportunity for synchronized swimmers to qualify for the London 2012 Games. Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match Senegal became the final nation to secure its place in the London 2012 Football Tournament after winning the Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match over Oman 2-0 at the City of Coventry Stadium.

VISA INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

Some of the world’s best wheelchair athletes competed at the Visa World Polo International, an invitational tournament, featured four wheelchair-class teams at the Water Polo Arena on the Olympic Park from 3-4 May. ISA WORLD CUP All Events London 2012

The testing blood and urine of athletes for a banned substance is like searching for a needle in a haystack of chemicals. This process was relatively easy when the “needle” was a synthetic drug, but trickier now that scientific advances have enabled cheats to use various new designer drugs and to be dosed with hormones, growth factors and steroids made by putting human genes in single cells and simple organisms. The London Olympics, however, will witness the most important challenge to doping since the 1960s, when the International Olympic Committee first set up a commission to tackle the problem. The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has now adopted a system of retrospective testing, where samples from the Olympics and Paralympics will be stored by the IOC for eight years.

The testing laboratory.

The test events conducted by LOCOG allowed them to test vital areas of operation ahead of the London 2012 Games. The following provides a map shot of some of the events that were part of the Testing Programme: Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification. The Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification took place at the Aquatics Centre and provided the last opportunity for synchronized swimmers to qualify for the London 2012 Games. Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match Senegal became the final nation to secure its place in the London 2012 Football Tournament after winning the Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match over Oman 2-0 at the City of Coventry Stadium.

Visa International Invitational Hockey Tournament

Some of the world’s best wheelchair athletes competed at the Visa World Polo International, an invitational tournament, featured four wheelchair-class teams at the Water Polo Arena on the Olympic Park from 3-4 May. ISA World Cup All Events London 2012

The testing blood and urine of athletes for a banned substance is like searching for a needle in a haystack of chemicals. This process was relatively easy when the “needle” was a synthetic drug, but trickier now that scientific advances have enabled cheats to use various new designer drugs and to be dosed with hormones, growth factors and steroids made by putting human genes in single cells and simple organisms. The London Olympics, however, will witness the most important challenge to doping since the 1960s, when the International Olympic Committee first set up a commission to tackle the problem. The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has now adopted a system of retrospective testing, where samples from the Olympics and Paralympics will be stored by the IOC for eight years. The testing laboratory.

The test events conducted by LOCOG allowed them to test vital areas of operation ahead of the London 2012 Games. The following provides a map shot of some of the events that were part of the Testing Programme: Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification. The Fina Olympic Games Synchronized Swimming Qualification took place at the Aquatics Centre and provided the last opportunity for synchronized swimmers to qualify for the London 2012 Games. Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match Senegal became the final nation to secure its place in the London 2012 Football Tournament after winning the Men’s Olympic Football Tournament Qualification Play-off Match over Oman 2-0 at the City of Coventry Stadium.
event, just five months ahead of the Games. **LONDON PARA ARCHERY INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT** Some of the world’s best Paralympic archers competed at The Royal Artillery Barracks, the London 2012 venue for Paralympic Archery. **BUCS VISA OUTDOOR ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS** The BUCS Visa Outdoor Athletics Championships took place in the Olympic Stadium from 4–7 May, with tickets available to members of BUCS.

And last but surely not least…!

**ISSF SHOOTING WORLD CUP**

The ISSF Shooting World Cup was the LOCOG Test Event for shooting. It took place from the 17th–29th of April at this year’s Olympic venue: the Royal Artillery Barracks.

---

**YOU ARE INVOLVED!**

The Olympics are around the corner and everyone must play their part!

Keeping sport clean, and trying to catch cheaters in the process, has become a never ending and far-reaching battle. Indeed, everyone involved in sport is involved when it comes to anti-doping.

The Rules in place in the course of the London Olympic Games

The International Olympic Committee has drafted and issued the IOC Anti-Doping Rules which will be in effect in the course of the 2012 Summer Olympics. The IOC has established and adopted its 2012 Olympics IOC Anti-Doping Rules in accordance with the World Anti-Doping Code, expecting that, in the spirit of sport, it will contribute to the fight against doping in the Olympic Movement. They are complemented by other IOC documents, International Standards addressed throughout the Rules and the anti-doping rules of the relevant International Federations and National Olympic Committees.

In the ISSF’s preparations for the Olympics and in order to allow our IPD readers to become better acquainted with some important elements of the IOC Anti-Doping Rules, we provided a summary of some pertinent aspects of the IOC Anti-Doping Rules for all ISSF athletes and member federations to acknowledge earlier this year, here is a reminder about some of these.

**DOPING CONTROL AND RESULTS MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES:**

The IOC shall have the right to conduct or cause to conduct Doping Control during the Period of the London Olympic Games, and is responsible for the subsequent handling of such cases.

**IN-COMPETITION TESTING PERIOD:**

The Period of the London Olympic Games, is defined as “the period commencing on the date of the opening of the Olympic village for the London Olympic Games, namely, 16 July 2012 up until and including the day of the closing ceremony of the London Olympic Games, namely, 12 August 2012”.

**NO ADVANCE NOTICE TESTING:**

All athletes participating at the London Olympic Games shall be subject, during the period of the London Olympic Games, to doping control initiated by the IOC at any time or place, with no advance notice. All doping controls shall be deemed to be in-competition for purposes of the WADA Prohibited List, and therefore may include testing for all prohibited substances and all prohibited methods referred to in the List.

**REMININDERS**

Of course, every individual involved with the ISSF has an obligation to take care that no shooter is implicated in an anti-doping rule violation in the course of the Olympic Games. Therefore, the following reminders are offered to all:

- Obtain all necessary TUE’s well before the Games
- Please check the expiry date of your current TUE with ISSF if you have a TUE in place
- In the event that an athlete needs an emergency TUE during the Games period, a TUE application can be submitted to the IOC TUE Committee on site.

- Ensure that all whereabouts information is correct and updated;

- Get acquainted with the IOC Anti-Doping Rules prior to going to London in order to know and understand their rights and responsibilities. Read in conjunction with the Code and the International Standards, this will ensure that you are all well informed and that all potentially preventable anti-doping rule violation may be avoided.

- Abstain from using any prohibited substances, preparations, supplements and medications prior to and during the 2012 London Olympics.

It is of utmost importance that our sport, shooting-sport, is spared the many negative repercussions associated with any positive finding that may arise in the course of the London Summer Olympic Games. So… get involved!

**LET’S KEEP ALL OUR SHOOTERS AND OUR SPORT CLEAN IN LONDON!**

Janie Soublière  BSS. LLM. LLB.
Legal consultant, anti-doping in sport